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Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the space-time diagram for the two-nucleon bound
state for the cases when the nucleon has a static (a) and dynamic (b) structure.
In the framework of the Bethe-Salpeter formalism the amplitude is expressed in terms of
















































The calligraphic letters denote a set of nucleons positions in the four-dimensional space {
Z = z
1
; : : : z
n











: This is the most unusual feature of relativistic bound states that
nucleons inside it are not only divided by three-dimensional intervals but also shifted in






If one considers nucleons as three-dimensional objects then the shift in time looks like
unphysical feature [5]. One should assume in this case that the shift does not aect on
observables, and dierent values of the variables 
i
in Eq. (1) should lead to equivalent
quasi-potential approaches [5]. Recently it was shown, however, that the approaches
are not equivalent from the point of view of relativistic covariance [6]. In general, the
covariance can be kept only in equal-time approaches where 
i
= 0. This contradiction
points to existence of observable eects which could result from the shift in time of bound
nucleons. Existence of such eects can be natural within the hypothesis that bound
nucleons are shifted in time four-dimensional objects.
The space-time diagram for the bound state of two nucleons, which are considered to be
four-dimensional objects, can be represented as it is shown in Figure 1. The Fermi motion
is disregarded for simplicity. The static structure shown in diagram (a) is homogeneous
in time, while diagram (b) represents an inhomogeneous in time bound nucleon structure.
If one makes an instant ash of the bound state at the moment t
0
one nds that the
structure is dened by one nucleon at the moment t
1
in the future and by another one at
the moment t
2







in Figure 1(a) would be equivalent to each other and no eect would be observed
from the shift in time. In another case, the points in Figure 1(b) are not equivalent to
each other due to the evolution of the nucleon structure in time. The shift in time would
then show up in modications of the observables. From the stability of bound nucleons
one can infer that the evolution of the nucleon structure in time has a periodic character.
The period  should be comparable to the mean value of relative time absolute   j j.
If j j   or j j   then no eect from the shift in time of bound nucleons can be
measured.
The established relation between the structure of the nucleon in the future and the
measurements at present looks as if the causality principle is violated. However, the
quantum nature of the considered objects does not allow one to perform an instant measu-
rement. Instead one have to consider the contribution of nucleon states averaged between




. This suggests a qualitative interpretation of the modication
of the bound nucleon structure. One can estimate from the uncertainty relation the
size of the area in which the nucleon can be localized in 4-space. The radius  of the




























j j > 0 by denition, the localization radius becomes larger
e
 >  and eective mass of
the nucleon becomes smaller m

< m. This is similar to the hypothesis of the x-rescaling
model [7], where the Bjorken variable x of a bound nucleon is rescaled ~x = x=(1  =m
N
)
due to the shift of nucleon mass by the rescaling parameter : m

= m . The x-rescaling
model gives qualitative description of the deviation of nuclear to nucleon structure function
ratio from unity (EMC { eect). Thus we can conclude that the shift in time manifests
itself in observables, the EMC eect being one of the examples.
This conclusion has been justied in general terms in the publications [8,9] where the
nuclear structure functions were calculated in the framework of the covariant approach
based on the Bethe-Salpeter formalism. In the framework of this approach the relative
time dependence has been consistently taken into account with the help of analytical
properties of nucleon Green functions. The developed approach allows one to consider
the theory with equal-time bound nucleons as the leading approximation in description
of relativistic bound states, where the relativistic corrections, connected with the relative
time dependence, are disregarded. In order to take the corrections into account, one has
to keep the dependence on the relative time through the entire chain of calculation of






















































where the Bjorken variables for the nucleus A and the nuclear fragment a are introduced



















distribution of the nuclear fragment a (a = N;D;
3






























be interpreted as the removal energy of the corresponding nuclear fragment. The term
with derivative of the nucleon structure function in Eq.(3) results from the shift in time
4of bound nucleons [9]. It is clear that the result can be rewritten in the form which one


















































The term with derivative in Eq.(3) leads to the depletion of the deuteron to nucleon







(x) is in good agreement with the data available for A = 4. When evaluated




H and D targets.
On the basis on this prediction the two-stage conception of A-dependence for the nuclear







changes due to the relative time eects. At the second stage the pattern does not
change but the amplitude of ratio oscillation around unity grows due to nuclear density
evolution [10]. The calculations based on this conception give good description of heavy
nuclear data for the ratio [9].
3. CONCLUSION
To sum up the discussion presented in this paper, the following conclusions can be
made. The proposed qualitative picture shows that the shift in time of bound nucleons
exposes dynamical properties of a nucleon structure. Both the clear connection between
the relativistic picture and the x-rescaling model and successful description of existent
EMC eect data proves that the EMC eect is manifestation of the shift in time of the
bound nucleons. The relativistic calculations show that the observable eects of the shift
in time are dened by the derivative with respect to x of the nucleon structure functions,
which, therefore, reect the dynamical properties of a nucleon structure. Thus, precision
data on nuclear to deuteron structure functions ratio will provide information about the
derivative, what is important in construction of nucleon parton distributions.
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